Investiture

Perman, Cutchins, Reece, Frenkil, Passen

Thank you for your kind remarks

And thank you Carolyn and Selvin for the opportunity to continue the work
that for me has been such a labor of love .... and also for your uncommon
generosity in supporting this medical school in so many other ways over the
years.

I'm honored, a bit overwhelmed and deeply moved by this opportunity.

I wish my parents could have been here .....

So many people to thank .... hard to know where to begin.

Many friends of Connie and mine are here this afternoon for which I'm
especially touched .... Craig, thank you for making the trip from Atlanta

I've had a host of mentors, advisors and bosses I would be remiss if I didn't
recognize at this event. For without their guidance and support over the years, I
wouldn't be in front of you tonight:

Dr. Woodward (my hero)

Frank Calia (a mentor and a friend)

John Kastor (brought me back to Baltimore)

Dennis Smith (my VA boss)

Stephen Davis (my Medical School boss)

And ... Jay Perman, Bruce Jarrell, Don Wilson and AI Reece (for having
made our school an institution where creative minds can flourish)
I've been chief of the Medical Service at the VA for 25 years and have survived
in the position that long mostly because I have had the good fortune to be able to
take credit for the work of such talented and dedicated people as: Jack Blalock,
Celeste Marousek, Hal Standiford, Charles Davis, Karen Malecki, Susan Brooks and
Karen Cowley. Thank you for helping me and for serving our veterans so selflessly.

Now, the success of the annual Historical CPC is in no small part responsible for
Carolyn's and Selvin's decision to endow this scholar of the history of medicine
position ... and I'm happy to take credit for that success. However, there are others
more deserving than l. .... the famous people, for example, who died with
mysterious illnesses so that they be subjects of the conferences. There are also
the conference's presenters, like Mike Benitez (1st CPC) and Tom Scalea

(Bicentennial CPC), and Wayne Millan (who has helped plan most of the
conferences and given show-stopping performances in several), and Rich Behles
(who has supported them with numerous literature searches) and Jordan Denner
(who has been our producer of sorts since day one).

And of course, there is Larry Pitrof

Larry, as many of you know, does his best to avoid the limelight, and has failed
miserably.

The Historical CPC was a Mom & Pop operation before he took control of
it ..... Davidge Hall was a dying national treasure before he came, the Alumni
Association an afterthought ... Larry, working with you these many years has been
a blessing and a privilege ... Thank you.

Finally, the Mackowiak's are not a touchy-feely family. I've never recognized
Connie in public and told her how much of what I am (such as there is) and what I
have accomplished, I owe to her. Let me finish by doing so now. Thank you Connie
for Stephanie and Rebecca and Emily Grace, for our two slightly above average
sons-in-law and for bring my favorite sister-in-law, Rose, to this afternoon's
celebration.

Thank you all for coming and allowing me to ramble on a bit.

